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When

the invitation to address Spiritan educators reached me, it
contained the suggestion that I explain inter alia how we ever got
involved in education. As this paper will show, however, the
proper question to ask is not, How did we get into it? but, How did

we

ever get out of

it?

Foundation of Our Society
of us may be assumed to be familiar with our
not be amiss to recall the foundation of our Society.
A brilliant young lawyer Claude Francis Poullart des Places,
1679-1709, had given up the bright prospect of a career to become a

Although

origins,

it

all

may

priest and, while

and lodging
people

a student of theology, began to provide food
few destitute fellow students. When other

still

for a

—notably the bursar of the Jesuit College Louis

le

Grand

help him, he was led almost unintentionally to the
foundation of a seminary and a governing community for such

began

to

students. According to an ancient record,

"Mr

it

was on

the feast of

then only an
aspirant to the ecclesiastical state, began the establishment of the
said community of the seminary consecrated to the Holy Spirit
under the invocation of the Blessed Virgin conceived without
1
sin."
May 27 the date on which in 1703 Pentecost was
Pentecost 1703 that

Poullart des Places

.

.

.

,

—

1.
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St-Esprit, Paris, 1917, p. 1.
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traditionally regarded as the

founding date of both

and the Congregation.
The founder died less than two years after his ordination and the
only written rule he left us is the house rule for the students. It
clearly shows that Fr des Places aimed only at the education of
who ... is not
senior seminarians: "No one shall be accepted

the Seminary

.

.

.

capable of starting either philosophy or theology."
In his

work

2

Seminary the founder was aided by some of

at the

the older ones of his fellow-students; they served notably as

who

played the same role as the Spiritan
still fulfill, at the French Seminary
in Rome: they supervised the students' work by daily reviewing
the topics discussed in regular classes, giving entrance examinarepetitors, i.e.,

tutors,

directors fulfilled,

tions

and perhaps

and semestral

tests, etc.

Among

these

first

constitute the beginnings of the Congregation,

associates,

we may

who

mention:

Fr Rene Allenou de la Ville- Angevin, who had entered in 1703,
founded the Congregation of the Daughters of the Holy Spirit
around 1715, and later came to Canada in 1741, where he is buried
in the cathedral of Quebec;
Fr Michel Le Barbier, who became in 1705 the first priest associate
of the Seminary and who died in May 1710;
Fr Jacques Gamier, who became in 1709 the first successor of
Poullart des Places and who died in February 1710.
Within five years of its founding, Holy Ghost Seminary equalled
St Sulpice in the

number

of students

St Sulpice the average stay

was only

—with

1-j-

this difference that at

years while in the Spiritan

seminary the students could remain for up to 8 or 9 years
wished to pursue a degree in Canon Law. 3

When

in the early 1730s the

Holy Ghost received
State,

Society's

its

they

Congregation and Seminary of the

their first official approval

Fr Louis Bouic,

if

by Church and

Superior since 1710, formulated the

purpose as follows:

Its

"purpose

is

to

educate poor

clerics

and love of virtues, especially
those of obedience and poverty. They shall be ready for everything
under the control of their superiors: ready to serve in hospices, to
preach the gospel to the poor and even the infidels, ready not
merely to accept but to love wholeheartedly and prefer above
in zeal for ecclesiastical discipline

2.

3.

Writings ofFr Claude Francis Poullart des Places, Pittsburgh, 1959, Rules
Michel, Claude-Francois Poullart des Places, Paris, 1962, p. 216.

.

.

.

,

no.

7.
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everything else the lowly and laborious positions in the Church for

which

it is

Let us

and

its

difficult to find ministers."

now have

a look at

4

some elements

of Fr des Places'

work

history, beginning with the period 1703-1761.

1703-1761

Entrance requirements at Holy Ghost Seminary were strict. A
candidate had to be too poor to pay room and board elsewhere, be
of good conduct and possess enough intelligence to pursue the
high level of studies that the founder expected of his fellowseminarians.

5

No

decision on acceptance

was made

until all candi-

dates had undergone written and oral examinations, in order to

make

it

possible to select the

most promising students. 6 These

When, for instance,
Szechwan in China, entered
in 1748, Fr Bouic told him that the philosophy program which he
had taken at the college of Loches was insufficient and that he
would have to start all over again. 7
Until 1761 the Spiritan students attended the Jesuits' famous
Clermont College, which had been renamed Louis le Grand,
where the Society of Jesus had a special program for its own
scholastics. The reason why they did not go to the Sorbonne was
were no mere

examinations

formality.

Francois Pottier, the future bishop of

not intellectual minimalism but the desire to avoid contamination
by the Jansenism then rampant at the university and the wish to
abstain from earning a theological degree which would open
access to lucrative and honored positions.
The Louis le Grand program was strenuous: it demanded 3 years
of philosophy and 4 years of theology. The Jesuit philosophy
curriculum paid considerable attention to modern physics. The
Spiritan students received no dispensation from this requirement.
On the contrary, Fr des Places specifically mentioned that anyone
willing to enter theology would "first be examined ... in physical
8
science" at the Seminary. The reason for including the new
physics in the program was not that this science was viewed as a

4.

Henri Le Floch, Claude-Frangois Poullart

5.
6.

Writings of
Ibid., no. 8.

7.

Le Floch,

8.

Writings of

.

.

.

.,

Rules, no.

5.

Rules, no.

8.

p. 430.
.

.

.

.,

des Places, Paris, 1915, p. 586.
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foundation for theology, but the broadening of the mind which its
study involved. And because one could not undertake a study of
physical science without a good knowledge of mathematics, the
Seminary offered the necessary training at home to those who

needed

it.

At the

9

Jesuit college the Spiritan students

Jesuit scholastics in

number and they

soon equalled the

participated fully in

all

the

educational devices the Jesuits used to stimulate studies, such as

classroom discussions, formal weekly and monthly disputations
and even the solemn annual public defense of theses by outstanding students. We know of two "Placists" as they were then
called
who were chosen to conduct the public annual defense
during Fr des Places' life. They were Rene Le Sauvage and Michel
Granger de la Borde. In a philosophical disputation open to anyone willing to tackle them they held their own on July 28 1708 from

—

—

2:30

P.M.

till

darkness

were

theses: of these 4
in general

and

fell

that

summer

night, in defense of 40

in logic, 3 in ethics, 4 in metaphysics,

special physics.

and 29

10

At home also in the Seminary studies were vigorously promoted
and controlled: 8y hours of studies on school days and 6y on
Sundays. The philosophers had 6 sessions of "repetitions" a week,
and the theologians 11. In addition, the Seminary gave them
courses in moral theology, scripture, catechetics, public speaking

Moreover, there were oral semestral examinawere no formality: in philosophy they took
12
\~2 hours for each student,
which is half an hour longer than my
own oral examination for a licentiate in theology at the Gregorian

and the

liturgy.

11

tions and, again, they

University.

Thus
could

it is

tell

not surprising that one of the directors of the Seminary
his student Francois Pottier:

"When you

leave this

house, you will not be a doctor of the Sorbonne, but you will
perhaps be just as capable of being one as those who acquire such a
degree. All our graduates enjoy universal esteem. We are frequently asked to supply teachers of philosophy or theology, [and

Le Floch, p. 431.
Michel, pp. 200 ff.
11. Writings of
., Rules, nos. 45, 50, 55-57.
9.

Letter of Pottier, quoted in

10.

.

12.

Le Floch,

.

.

loc. cit.
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they are accepted] without previous examination because the reputation of the

house

is

well established."

13

1761-1792

Two

years before the Jesuits were suppressed in France, the
when the government closed their

Jansenists obtained a victory

theological school at Louis le Grand. The Holy Ghost Fathers then
began to offer a complete program of studies at home. The Sorbonne, however, objected alleging that its monopoly on theology
was being violated by the Spiritans. Conscious of the danger that
his seminary could be dragged under in the same oppression that

was threatening the Jesuits, Fr Bouic very reluctantly expressed his
willingness to comply with the Sorbonne's demand, hoping to
offset the Jansenist influence by private lectures at home. However, the powerful intervention on the Spiritans' behalf by Archbishop Chistophe de Beaumont of Paris and by Bishop Pierre
Dosquet, formerly of Quebec, induced the Parliament of Paris to
Holy Ghost Seminary alone was authorized to have its own
professorial staff and teach at home, while all others had to send
14
their students to the Sorbonne.
This situation continued till the
suppression of the Congregation in April 1972. During this period
Holy Ghost Seminary continued to enjoy its reputation for sound
relent:

scholarship.

Scholarship and Priestly Formation

About

achievements of the Spiritan profeswe merely
have their names and sometimes it is mentioned that they taught
for 20, 30 or more years. Fr Pierre Rupalet was a biblical scholar
sors

specific intellectual

we know

renowned

very

for his

little.

For most of these confreres

knowledge

Fr Francois Becquet,

who

of

for

Hebrew. The best known man was

many

years

was deeply involved in
seem to have

the Jansenist controversies; yet even he does not

published any works although two Jansenist pamphlets in the
form of Letters addressed to him were put on the Index of forbidden books in 1746. He and other Spiritans may have answered
13.

Letter of Pottier,

14.

Michel, p. 319.

quoted

in

Le Floch,

p. 430.
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anonymously in the pages of the Supplement
which the Society of Jesus replied to the Jansenist
weekly Nouvelles ecclesiastiques when its barbs were addressed to

Jansenist attacks
jesuitique, in

the Spiritans. But otherwise they either did not write or,

if

they

no one as yet has gone to the trouble of systematically
examining the records to find out. Yet, there was no prohibition in
did,

the Congregation against publishing.

Whether the Spiritan-trained priests did publish is virtually
impossible to determine in most cases because very few of them
are known by name before the 1770s. It should be recalled that
only three boxes of records pertaining to Holy Ghost Seminary
were saved during the French Revolution and they were rediscovered only in 1861. We have some information about those who
went to overseas missions. Fr Pierre Maillard secured a lasting
renown for his works in and about the Micmac language. According to Harvard professor Harry Fell, Maillard's Micmac manuscripts are the greatest cultural contribution made by the French
missionaries in the New World because they preserved the proof

—

that the ancient Egyptians penetrated into America: the
script,

he

is

On

shows

its

Micmac

dependence on Egyptian

hiero-

15

Another Spiritan missionary in India, Fr Jean Perrin,
known for his scholarly books about the Far East.

glyphics.
also

says, clearly

the other hand, from

numerous testimonies we know that
was excellent. The

the priestly formation at Holy Ghost Seminary

had ordered that all candidates for ordination
must prepare themselves by a stay in one of five assigned houses,
but he was so happy with the Spiritans that he dispensed them
Parisian archbishop

from this requirement. Fr Charles Besnard, the 18th century biographer of St Louis de Montfort, wrote about them: "Whether it is
a question of being exiled to the remote countryside or buried in
the caverns of a hospital, teaching in a college, lecturing in a
seminary ... or even crossing the seas and going to the very ends
of the earth
their motto is: 'Behold we are ready to do Thy
.

will'."

.

,

.

16

Abbot of Isle Dieu testified in 1769: "The priests
and educated at Holy Ghost Seminary
have always
surpassed my hopes, without a single one of them ever disapSimilarly, the

trained

.

15.

Harry

16.

Writings of

America B.C.,

Fell,
.

.

.

.,

p. 289.

New

York, 1976, pp. 253

ft.,

.

278.

.
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A little earlier he had written that these priests
"had always lived in perfect unity and harmony with one another"
and had "always professed and practiced a spirit of unselfishness
and evangelical poverty." "I am not afraid," he added, "to state
that in the entire kingdom only Holy Ghost Seminary is capable of
providing as many priests as subsequently will be needed with
respect to both quantity and quality [to staff all colonies], because
the. students trained there are educated for the most difficult, the
most laborious, the least lucrative, and most abandoned posts." 18
To conclude this list of witnesses, the papal nuncio in Paris
concurred with the Abbot when he wrote to the Holy See in 1764:
"Certainly, no better choice could be made, not just under the
circumstances, but absolutely, than the priests of Holy Ghost
Seminary." 19 There may have been some exaggeration in these
recommendations but, on the whole, they were well deserved.
pointing me."

17

Seminaries Staffed by Spiritans

Meaux. Apart from the Parisian seminary, the Congregation
seminary of Meaux. It was offered to them
when they went to thank its bishop for his assistance in the
struggle for legal recognition in 1734. From 1737 till 1807 both the
senior and junior seminaries of Meaux remained under Spiritan
direction. The Fathers transformed the debt-ridden institutions

staffed the diocesan

into flourishing schools, erected

new

imbued the

buildings and

students with the same love for learning, combined with humble

and devoted

service, that constituted the

hallmark ot their Parisian

motherhouse.
Like

all

Meaux went under during the
staff members ended up in
when Church and State made their peace, Fr de

seminaries, those in

French Revolution and several of the
jail.

In 1802

was appointed rector with the mandate to restore the
seminary, but the continued turmoil made this impossible. When
he died in 1807 the Congregation was in no position to assign a
Glicourt

successor and

it

passed back into the hands of the diocese.

Verdun also received a Spiritan
The Congregation had gone there at the pressing invitation of

Verdun. In 1737 the seminary of
staff.
17.

Rapport de

18.

Memoire de l'Abbe de

19.

Arch. Propaganda, SRC, America, Antille,

I'archiviste de la

Province de Quebec, 1937-38, p. 239.
Dieu, in David, Les missionnaires

l'lsle

.

2,

62r

f.

letter

.

.

.,

dated 15

pp. 51
ott.

ff.

1764.
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the bishop in an effort to purify this stronghold of Jansenism.

The

however, offered a very strong opposition, so that the
whole diocese was soon in an uproar of controversy. It climaxed in
1741 when two anonymous pamphlets were published, as we have

Jansenists,

seen, against Fr Becquet, the rector of the seminary.

The pam-

"something even worse than a Jesuit,
at least if that be possible" and told the staff to go "back to wallow
in the gutters of Clermont College, whence you have come forth to
breathe over us all the pestiferous and horrid odours that exude
from this source." 20
The bishop's sharp condemnation of the pamphlets did not stop
the turmoil. Things went from bad to worse. Civil authorities
arrested many people and in 1746 the final court of justice deprived
the printer of his license, condemned one priest to three years in
prison and another to the loss of his parish. The mere possession
of the pamphlets exposed their owners to a fine of 100 livres. In the
ensuing bitterness and strife the bishop and the Congregation
agreed that it would be better that they withdraw from the seminary in 1746.
phlets said that a Spiritan

One

is

Verdun had been
another seminary.
He was the first Spiritan missionary to come to the New World. In
1732 he had arrived in Quebec and become a teacher of philosophy
at the local seminary. Two years later, the Isle Dieu Abbot suggested to the bishop of Quebec Pierre Dosquet that he confide the
junior and senior seminaries of the city to Spiritan priests. Officially both were under the control of the Foreign Missions Society,
but the dire shortage of personnel from which that society was
then suffering made the bishop complain about ten vacancies on
the staff. That's why the bishop was vainly trying to be released
from the monopoly exercised by the Foreign Missions Society.
In 1753 the Abbot renewed his proposal to Bishop de Pontbriand
Quebec.

of the Spiritan staff

Fr Francois Frison de

and

la

members

Mothe, and he leads us

in

to

Holy Ghost Fathers are quite willing to take it
back." Again, however, the Foreign Missions
Society obstinately refused to relinquish control. Holy Ghost Seminary, nonetheless, contributed some personnel, such as Fr Columban Pressart, Fr Simon Le Bansais, a former staff member of
Meaux, and the above-mentioned Fr de la Mothe, who later went
over

20.

said that the
"if

you get

Lettre a

M.

it

Berquet,

Cologne, 1741, pp. 3 and

78.

—
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to Verdun. We may add that, after the conquest of Canada, Bishop
Jean Briand, confident of securing the necessary permissions,
obtained in 1784 from Holy Ghost Seminary his own nephew

Duchene and two other Spiritans, the Fathers Aubert and
Gambieu. However, the British government stopped them in London: no more French priests were allowed into the country, not
even for teaching at a seminary. 21
Fr Yves

Corsica. Furthermore, when Genoa had to surrender Corsica to
France in 1768, the French government sought to obtain Spiritans
for the formation of the local clergy. In 1777 the Congregation
accepted, but in practice nothing seems to have come of the

matter.

U.S.A.

Of more

interest to us

is

the fact that

when

the

USA

became independent and declared freedom of religion, the Catholic
Church could begin to develop. The Holy See negotiated with the
American ambassador Benjamin Franklin in Paris about appointing a bishop and a source of clergy. Both Rome and Franklin
favored Frenchmen for this task. But Cardinal Leonardo Antonelli,
Prefect of Propaganda Fide, rejected the notion of opening a
special seminary in France for this purpose. The best source, he
22
Again, however,
held, would be found at Holy Ghost Seminary.
of
this
proposal,
although
three
Spiritans would
nothing came
of
Bishop
Carroll
and
his
successors.
come to the aid
John
Till its suppression in 1792, Holy Ghost Seminary had formed
about 1,200 priests. To these could be added about 800 others
which is my guestimate for the Meaux seminary. They had an
excellent reputation and none of them appears to have given
allegiance to the Jansenists.

the Jansenist weekly

We

are reasonably certain of this, for

would not have

failed to gloat

over such a

conversion.

1802-1848

When Church and

State

made

their

peace around 1802, the

re-establishment of the Foreign Mission Society, the Vincentians
21.

David,

p. 30; Gosselin, L'Eglise

du Canada

.

.

.

jusqu'a

la

conquete,

Quebec, 1911

Rapport de Varchiviste de la Province de Quebec, 1935-36, p. 371 and
1936-37, p. 334; Koren, Knaves or Knights?, Pittsburgh, 1962, 127.
22. Koren, p. 142; Peter Guilday, The Life and Times of John Carroll, New York,

ft,

II,

p. 249;

1922, p. 191

f.
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and the Holy Ghost Fathers was, in the eyes of Pope Pius VII, one
of the best concessions he had obtained from Napoleon. But in
1804 the Emperor issued a decree merging these three congregations into a single imperial institute. When the Pope strongly
objected, he temporarily dropped his plan, but in 1805 he reintroduced it in a modified form by creating one centralized institute for the missions with three department heads
one of these

—

departments being that of the Spiritans.

The following year Fr Bertout secured permission to open a
two other priests one of
them a fellow-Spiritan who had quietly started a small college in
the rue du Cherche-Midi, he began what has been described as the

—

junior seminary. Joining forces with

—

first

junior mission seminary.

The senior Holy Ghost Seminary could be reopened only in 1817
after Napoleon had been defeated. Let us note here that at this
juncture the first Irish names appear in the Congregation's history.
One of the 1817 staff members was Fr Corrigan, and the student
roll of the Seminary contained a substantial number of Irish names.
Two of these Irish students became bishops John Brady, Bishop
of Perth, Australia, and Richard Smith, Archbishop of Port of
Spain and one prefect apostolic Fr Monahan of St Louis,
Senegal. In the 1820s we find two Irishmen as staff members in the
Seminary, one teaching philosophy and the other theology. The
theologian was Fr Henry Power of Cork, who graduated from the
Seminary and, after joining the Congregation, voted in 1826 in the

—

—

—

official election of

The history
of the
it

first

Fr Bertout as Superior General.

of the Congregation in the dismal political situation

half of the 19th century

was suppressed again

in 1809

again in 1816 by King Louis XVIII,

is

well

known: restored

in 1805,

by an angry emperor; restored
it

was

buildings were seized by the

forced to close

Army

its

doors in

and till 1839 it
remained deprived of the necessary operating funds. At the same
time, the Congregation was caught in the heated struggle between
Church and State over control of Church affairs in the colonies,
which lasted throughout this period; and, in addition, it was
helplessly caught in the middle between political forces in the
1830;

its

antislavery

in 1832,

movement of the 4th decade.
it was falsely accused of providing only

Moreover,

corrupt and indifferent clergy for the colonies. In

its

a greedy,

ceaseless

provide more priests for overseas missions, the Congregation made one serious mistake: it neglected to secure its own
efforts to
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and ended up without a sufficient number of men capable of
providing the leadership it needed. When Fr Fourdinier died
prematurely in 1845 at the age of 56 his predecessors since 1710
had lived till the age of 78, 83, 78 and 80 respectively an outsider
vigor

—

had

to

be called upon to assume leadership. 23

—

In the context of this conference

I will speak only of the educaCongregation in this period. After the restoration of his seminary Fr Bertout proudly maintained the Society's
tradition of excellence in studies. After an interruption of 25 years
in the training of new priests and the resulting gaps in the ranks of

tional history of the

the clergy, others

ments

were making substantial cuts

A Jesuit author,

in the require-

example, indicates
that their newly restored society did so even in the USA: "American Jesuit theological education was a sheer disaster area," he
says. One Jesuit provincial's theology training was limited to the
private reading of a small handbook of moral theology and to one
year of dogmatics, after which he failed in the examination. 24
The Spiritans, on the other hand, resisted the pressure to
shorten their program and required a complete course of philosophy plus four years of theology Libermann demanded only a
little more than 2y years
weekly disputations in Latin and the
speaking of Latin during recreation two days a week. Holy Ghost
Seminary's program was so good that it became counterproductive: bishops refused its students permission to depart for the
missions and called them back home to teach in local seminaries,
while others raided its faculty by peremptorily ordering them to
return home. (Keep in mind that at this time Spiritans were still
diocesan priests.)
of priestly education.

—

When

for

—

Leguay became Superior General in 1845,
was dying of anemia, but there are several points
in his restoration program that deserve our attention.
1. He shortened theology to three years, bringing it more in line
Fr Alexander

the Congregation

with the general practice followed elsewhere, but maintained the
fourth year of study as a period of special courses, undoubtedly
meant to prepare the students specifically for their task in the
colonies. This idea may be compared with the pastoral year introduced in our time.
23.

Koren, To

24.

J.

the Ends of the Earth, Ch. V.
Hennessey, "From One-Mile Tavern

3/23/1976, 252.

to

Ecumenical Cluster," America,
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decided to reopen the junior seminary which Fr Bertout

started in 1806

1830. This proposal

and which government action had closed in
was implemented only in the 1850s with the

opening of such a seminary in Cellule.
3. Realizing that Holy Ghost Seminary's bonds with French
colonies were too confining and that the Congregation would
always be exposed to the danger of lacking qualified leadership if it
continued to restrict itself to being nothing but a mission seminary,
he and his council decided to expand at home by accepting again
the staffing of other seminaries. In addition, he offered to provide
priests to other countries, notably the

New Zealand.

USA but

also as far

away

as

For this purpose he sent Fr Loewenbruck to Cincin-

where Archbishop Purcell had asked for priests, and also
wrote to Baltimore. Early in 1848 Fr Monnet could begin to implement the supply of personnel for the USA by sending the Fathers
Arnold and Herzog to Cincinnati. The abrupt end of Leguay's
generalate through the February revolution of 1848 prevented him
from executing the remainder of his plans. 25
nati,

In spite of

become
its

its

leadership anemia, the Spiritan motherhouse had

a vibrant center of ecclesiastical learning at that time,

interest

was not

and

limited to bookish concerns but extended to the

burning issues of the day. In particular, Fr Mathurin Gaultier, who
in 1834 became professor of moral theology at the Seminary,
remained for 35 years one of the leading figures in the Church of
France. He never wrote a book or even a scholarly article under his
own name, but he is held responsible for the purification of moral
theology from the Jansenistic rigorism and Gallicanism that were
still so powerful in the mid 19th century. He also aided effectively
in the renewal of the liturgy and the restoration of Gregorian
chant. He endowed the motherhouse with a fine library, purchased piece by piece from owners who possessed books stolen
from confiscated monasteries during the Revolution. This library
became a source for Migne's many well-known dictionaries and his
famous patrologies still in use today. J. P. Migne himself came to
live in the Seminary for 20 years and became even an official
affiliate of the Congregation. Other illustrious scholars also lived
there, such as the archeologist Dom Pitra, the canonist Bouix, who
founded the Revue des sciences ecclesiastiques and the historian Rene
,

25.

N.D.

9,

App.,

p.

96

ff.
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Rohrbacher. The Gaultier Circle of Catholic intellectuals met regularly at our motherhouse, and among its members one finds
practically all leaders of Catholic thought at that time: Dom
Gueranger, the founder of Solesme, Louis Veuillot, the journalist,
26
Bishop Parisis and Cardinal Gousset.
For the first half of the 19th century we may also note the names
of several Spiritans who published books. They are the two superiors general Fr Nicolas Warnet and Alexander Leguay, who wrote
several spiritual works each; even Fr Jean Hardy compiled a few

them on the

booklets, one of

How

Did We Get out

slavery issue.

of Education

and Concentrate on

"the Missions"?

At the beginning of
question

is

not,

ever get out of

How

and

it

this

did

we

paper

I

mentioned

that the proper

get into education? but,

into missionary

How

work? The answer

question will conclude this paper and lead

up

did

we

to this

to the education

issue from the time of Fr Libermann.

From its very inception in 1703, the Congregation had been
geared to the education of future priests, willing to serve where the
need was

greatest. Like

many

other aspirants to the priesthood,

one time dreamt of going to the missions, but
he ended up founding a seminary and congregation.
Fr des Places

had

at

Actually, in the

first

half of the 18th century

it

was

virtually

impossible for any seminarian who wished to become a missionary
to fulfil his dream unless he joined one of the older religious

However, the reputation of these orders at that time was
not of the best and therefore not very attractive to fervent seminarians. The Foreign Missions Society also, which had been founded
orders.

to give access to the missions to secular priests,

had

times at the end of the 17th century. In 1695

consisted of only

two

directors

and

a handful of aspirants.

its

fallen

on

evil

Shortly after Fr des

had to be expelled for Jansenism
buildings stood empty of aspirants. In 1722 the

Places' death, three of

and sometimes

it

its

directors

personnel of its Far East missions was down to fifteen.
However, in 1725 the Foreign Missions Society decided not to
admit anyone who did not wholeheartedly reject Jansenism and
fully accept the authority of the Holy See. This decision made it
total

26.

Michel, pp. 320
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make use

of the Foreign Missions

they wished to go to the missions.
Secondly, the quarrel over oriental rites such as whether the
Chinese veneration of ancestors is compatible with Christianity
had flared up again in the early 18th century in Paris. Only the
and by no means unanimously took a tolerant position
Jesuits
on this issue, while the Foreign Missions Society occupied the
Society

if

—

—

—

opposite extreme. Since the Spiritans went to a Jesuit college for
their studies, they naturally sided with their teachers against the

Foreign Missions Society.
dislike.

It

took time to overcome the resulting

27

The change occurred in the 1730s. First, Fr Frison de la Mothe
went to Canada in 1732, and the following year Fr Guillaume
Cochin China (South Vietnam). In 1734 the
was approved and it mentioned specifically foreign missions among the works for which
Holy Ghost Seminary prepared its students. Thereafter, increasing
numbers of Spiritans went off to the missions, both in the Far East
Rivoal could
first official

and

in

sail for

rule of the Congregation

Canada and Acadia.

it should be noted, were Spiritans in the broad
sense which this term had at that time, not in the narrow sense we
ascribe to it today since 1848, when it became limited to members
of the Congregation. However, this "member terminology" fails to

All these priests,

take into consideration the reality of
then.

Even registered

the superior general

what

it

meant

to

be a Spiritan

associates of the Congregation

—remained

authority of their bishops,

who

—including

diocesan priests subject to the
could and sometimes did recall

them to their dioceses of origin. This happened to Fr des Places'
first two associates Fr Jean Le Roy and Fr Vincent Le Barbier in
1707 and 1709 respectively. The Congregation was officially an
"association" (sodalitium), and those belonging to it were not called
"members" but "associates." Becoming a legal "associate" involved no religious ceremony, and inscription in the legal "register
of associates" was limited to the directors of Holy Ghost seminaries. One may compare it to becoming member of the board governing a legal corporation, which allows it to function in a civil
society. The life-giving spirit which Holy Ghost students absorbed
in the motherhouse, however, went far beyond the legal fiction by
27.

Michel, p. 254
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which a moral body can function as the subject of rights and duties
in a society; it dominated their lives and they justly and proudly
referred to themselves as Spiritans.

28

A new element,

however, entered the picture after the suppresWhen Holy Ghost Seminary was asked and
supply priests for Guiana in the 1770s, the relationship

sion of the Jesuits.

accepted to
of some of these missionaries was described as that of "associates"
for the missions. We find this term used for the first time in 1774 to
indicate the situation of Fr Robillard. Speaking about him in a letter
to the Holy See, Fr Becquet wrote: "He desired to become our
associate three years ago before departing for Cayenne, we are
happy to admit him this year." 29 Fr Lanoe, who went to Guiana in
or before 1778 and who died in "the odor of sanctity" in 1791,

wrote in 1784: "When I had the honor of becoming an associate of
your institute, I did not seek any salary, old age pension or any
temporal advantage." 30 Other known associates in the mission of
Guiana were the Fathers Le Grand, Moranville, Herard, Hochard
and Duhamel. These associates were distinguished from others

who were mere "affiliates."
Fr Becquet, who introduced

the mission category of associates

and duties in more detail, but the
outbreak of hostilities between France and Great Britain in connection with the American War of Independence made it virtually
impossible to do so. Communications became very difficult. One
letter which he wrote about it to Fr Lanoe took two years to
reach its destination. From Lanoe's answer we know that this man
wished the priests to constitute "one heart and one soul," living
like the Spiritans in Paris "in a kind of community, with a
bursar providing for each one's needs," and a superior at the
central community of Cayenne, who would "see to it that the rule
of the Holy Ghost be carefully observed." 31 From Lanoe's letter we
also learn that Becquet had submitted a plan for the central community and wanted to do away with the isolation of priests in
one-man parishes. We see here the beginning of the transformation of the purely educational Congregation into one with "members" in the missions. It was the execution of a project already
planned

to specify their rights

28.

Koren, To

29.

Letter to

the

Ends of

the Earth,

Ch. IV,

sect. 1.

Propaganda Fide 2 Oct 1774 (Arch. Prop. SRC, America,

271r.).

30.
31.

Arch. C.S.Sp. 4-B-III: M. Lanoe a M. Becquet, 6 Nov. 1784.
See preceding reference.
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conceived by the Abbot of Isle Dieu for Canada, and one can
accurately say, with Fr Albert David, that it is in North America
that our congregation received the impetus which changed it into
the missionary congregation with which we are familiar.

We do not know exactly what, if anything, Fr Becquet decided
about the status of the mission associates. What we do know is that
they took their commitment seriously. With the exception of
Fr Robillard, who returned to France rather quickly and withdrew
in 1779, all the others persevered until the end of their lives. They
publicly identified themselves as such to clergy and laity alike,
referred to one another as "confreres," recognized Fr Becquet's
successors as "their" superiors, and sought their approval after the
Revolution for the positions which they occupied. Their biographies, written by an outsider, do not refer to them simply as
secular priests but as "missionaries of the Holy Ghost," and one of
them who had sought refuge in Maryland was mocked by a
neighboring pastor as a "vagabond monk." Three of them ended
up in the USA: they are Fr Duhamel, who served in Hagerstown
and Emmitsburg, Herard, who also worked in Pittsburgh around
1835, and Fr Moranville, who labored for 30 years in Baltimore and
died "in the odor of sanctity" in mid 1824. 32

A

further

development occurred

in 1778

when

Glicourt, a registered associate in Paris since 1771,

Guiana and departed

to

for

this

mission in

Fr

Dominic de

was appointed
company with

Fr Jacques Bertout, the future superior general, but then
as a novice in the Paris registers.

still

listed

We see here that the line between

professorial associates and missionary associates became blurred at
about the same time as it was being established. At least one could
pass from one category to the other. Other registered novices
followed, such as Julien Becquet, Theodore Le Maire and Poncelet,

who

all

went

When

to the missions.

33

three decades later Fr Bertout

restored the Congregation, the emphasis
sions as the Congregation's sole
its

avowed purpose

ancient recognition in France.

restoration

members
32.

33.

it

was decided

became the man who
wholly on the mis-

fell

And from

in order to regain

the very start of this

that the missionaries sent out

of the Congregation.

As

would be

Fr Jean Perrin, a Spiritan

Various letters in Sulpician archives. See Koren,
Koren, op. cit., Ch. IV, sect. 1.

op. cit.,

Ch. IV,

who

sect. 1.

A
was
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and who had been appointed

prefect apostolic of Martinique, wrote to the Minister of Religious
Affairs in 1807: "All priests sent out [to the missions] will be

members

of the Congregation and, consequently, subject to

its

superior .... All sick and retired missionaries will be taken care
of in

its

establishment."

34

It

was 1848 before

the decision could be

carried out.

One may wonder why Fr Bertout so readily decided to limit the
Congregation to the training of missionaries. The answer is that
the concordat with Napoleon provided the diocesan seminaries
with all the needed scholarships for poor students and thereby
removed the main reason for the existence of Holy Ghost Seminary. The only gap left was to assume the training of the colonial
clergy.

And

34.

J.

this brings

us to the end of this presentation.

Janin, Le clerge colonial de 1815 a 1850, Paris, 1936, p. 253.

